
Question 11: Comments: We have tried to keep this survey short and to the point, but if there is 
comment/suggestion or question, please let us know.
 Zero imagination by Ottawa city /Ottawa architects, my 3year old granddaughter can create a more 
interesting , progressive and livable greener , homey kind of building , not the coookie cutter nonsense 
presented so far
"Do you believe that Ottawa, including CBL, must become a more dense city to fight climate change 
and protect farmland?"

I am not against intensification but why should the city have mega buildings when the giant mansions 
are going in as new developments over country farmlands and somehow WE need to be more dense.
9 storey building seems way too high for our neighborhood. Other apartment buildings that are for rent
along Carling in Crystal Beach are 3 stories high. I understand that more is better for the developer, so 
I think 6 stories would be acceptable. I feel awful for the homes that have backyards that would face 
these buildings. A means those units in the apartment building would look down into their backyards, 
which seem uneasy for those home owners.
A few years ago St Thomas School was torn down to make room for multiple dwellings in the 
neighbourhood.  As the neighbourhood repeats it cycle of younger families with children moving into 
the community it has lost its ability to provide an adequate size school in our community to provide 
primary education beyond grade 6. The overflow of children are accommodated through the addition 
of annex’s?  There is currently an overflow of vehicles from the Minto apartments use the 
neighborhood streets for overnight parking.  This proposed new growth in the community will alter the
neighbourhood concept?
A retail / business mall would be much better suited for the local residences and economy. Crystal 
beach / Bayward region has reached it's limit on residential population and does not have the 
infrastructure to sustain more people. This current proposal is not a healthy or practical development 
for the community.
A smaller version that fits the community , like the apartments that exist already would be more 
appropriate. I am for development but this exceeds the vibe in the area and should be toned down in 
size .
A three story business / retail shopping development would be way more beneficial to the community. 

Adjacent properties will loose value. Privacy and noise concerns.
Approval process should reflect neighbouring property owner’s concerns regarding privacy and quiet 
enjoyment of their home.  Also, potential impact on resale value is a concern.
As a resident on elterwater who would be in direct view of this new apartment. Nine stories was much 
too tall for this area. All of the housing in this area at the most three stories and a large apartment 
would change the character and set a future stage for this neighborhood for more larger towers to be 
eventually built. A four to six story would be much more appropriate for this end of Nepean. If a large 
tower is built so close to existing homes, the lose of privacy and most likely property value of 
neighboring homes will be effected.
Build a three (3) story complex with a ground floor retail / business commercial stores that are 
beneficial to the immediate community.
Build up not out. We need more people in the neighbourhood who can enjoy all that it offers. 
Eventually something will be built on the land and this is ideal. The buildings are attractive.
Can we please have something in that spot that benefits the whole community? Somewhere where we 
can shop or drink or exercise so we don't have to drive to BC or Ottawa proper on a daily basis?
Carling Ave is already near its capacity.As you travel west past Moodie Carling does not support extra 
traffic volume on the two lane rd going West.



CBL needs more communal spaces like a coffee shop or grocery store!
Change will happen whether we like it or not. In this case w DND having "arrived" and the LRT in-
progress we are seeing the leading edge of major density changes.  It is "selfish" of us to oppose 
reasonable projects.
     9 stories is too-much; 5 is okay; 3 is selfish.
City’s track record is not impressive when considering resident’s interests. It’s time the city changed.
Commercial retail business development building with medical facilities for the general local 
community.
concerned about adjacent property values, construction noise and traffic.
Concerned about the impact on current green spaces due to increased density? There is already damage
being done to the public parks along Carling (people breaking branches off trees to light fires in the 
bbq pits) worn grass because there are too many people to stay safely on the paths, increased garbage 
and litter outside of bins which is drawing rats and mice (and therefore foxes and other predators).
Even with a new chair of planning the developer centric system put in place by the mayor will 
continue unabated.
For this site, I think a tall building is acceptable and better both for the existing community and the 
future residents (we have to think of them too!)  Carling is a busy road, it's better for the residents of 
this building to be raised above the traffic and looking out onto the river.  Tall means more open space 
around the building.  The building is to the north of the houses so they will not have a building shadow
on them for much of the day, if at all.  Tall will mean room for a bigger setback from the houses.  A 
better and more desirable building means better neighbours, which is very important for the 
community.  It also provides a possible future home for people from CB who want to downsize, or 
who have adult kids or other relatives who want to live nearby but can't afford our increasingly 
outrageous house prices.  Would rather have tall buildings on Carling and keep the lots in CB as single 
family, and intensify on Carling.
Having only recently moved to the neighbourhood, my husband and I were attracted by the quiet, 
established, family-centric neighbourhood, the privacy of the natural surroundings of the area and the 
historical ambiance provided by this heritage neighbourhood. There are very few areas in the City 
which can boast both excellent walkability and access to all amenities and peaceful natural 
surroundings. We intend to live here for many years, raising our children, and enjoying all that this 
area has to offer.
Receiving word of the proposed build was troubling, to say the least. And the more I learned about it, 
the more I felt that this project is completely out of sync with the neighbourhood around it.
A 9-storey,over 200 unit “luxury” building with such a modern aesthetic would completely dominate 
the otherwise small, single-family homes and low rise apartment buildings around it. The design of the
building does not fit at all with these lovely classic homes, and low rise apartments / town
Hi there,
I am a resident in the low-rise apartment building adjacent to the site location. I am a Master of 
Architecture student undergoing my final year at Carleton U.
At first glance of the proposed render, I immediately thought of the giant concrete mass disrupting the 
open skyline of the community. I imagined what it would be like if I lived in the homes behind it. The 
shadows it would cast, the privacy it would invade & the impression it would leave. 
A building of this size/design does not belong here - at least not yet. It’s scale is disproportionate to 
what makes up our community. It’s appearance lacks the richness this community has to offer.
I believe the designers should rethink the scale of the space & revisit which characteristics (such as 
green space, social areas, careful material selection, lighting and light pollution, local retail space, etc.)
celebrate the core of the community best.
This can be a great addition to the Crystal Beach community with this in mind.
How much of a drain is there going to be on existing infrastructure. For example, the water pressure to 



our home has already dropped since the constructions along baseline and where St. Thomas school 
used to be
I am a lawyer so I can’t help noticing a lot of leading questions that may impact respondents’ answers.
I am concerned about the use of certain numbers, like high transit use (I think they said 30%) and the 
possibility of widening Carling (why would that even be enteratined with the train) to justify such a 
high building. I am also against the idea of the type of residence being suggested (with tiny 
appartments), although that could be a ploy as nothing is definitive until a plan is actually submitted. I 
am not opposed to the mixture of glass and brick.
I believe it is important to give serious consideration to a zoning relief request where the proposal will 
reduce the impact on the streetscape.
I believe the city is not interested in the community point of view at all. Their minds are made up and 
the consultation is to ”tick the box” saying they have done their due diligence. Zero faith in the city 
council and our councilor protecting our community or our views. Money talks.
I don't like changing the zoning to favor a developer who is just looking to make more money while 
his own house is in an area away from here and no huge building is going to suddenly show next to his
residence. I am very concerned about traffic and services in our neighborhood and the current zoning 
should stay and not get modified. Rules are put to protect the future of the neighborhood not to put 
development on hold until some rich developer comes and turn it on.
I don’t live close enough to this development for it to have a direct impact on my house value or my 
enjoyment of my yard - but if my house backed onto this development I would be horrified.  We can’t 
allow something so intrusive.
I favour the re-development of most if not all existing housing structures  along Carling Avenue. The 
majority of remaining single  residential homes have little eye appeal. I like the possibilities that 
increased density bring to the area (possible commercial developments)
I found many of these questions poorly constructed, with a clear intent to lead the respondent to 
answer a certain way. E.g, bringing up bells corners direction on number of storeys in one question, 
presumably to lead respondents to indicate that they want to be consistent with BC after you already 
asked if they are ok with 9 storeys or not. Why not bring up Kanata North and what is the height 
requirements there?
I fully don't agree with a 9 storey tall building.
The new Hilton (I think) hotel in Bells Corners (on Moodie) is 6 storeys tall and I find that tall enough.
It blends in with the top of the trees so I find it acceptable. 
The builders are asking to increase the height by 50%, that is not acceptable. There are reasons rules 
are in place. I am advocating to keep the existing 6 Storey rule in place.
I have experienced first hand what happens when a extension to the city's zoning laws/rules are 
granted and it was not good at all. Nothing good came out of it. One thing leads to another and that 
leads to another and at the end you go "this is ridiculous, we only said yes to a small thing". The 
culture, flora and fauna is under attack and we need to defend it. The beauty of CBL is amazing and it 
all owing to its openness we do not want to see that go away. If the builder wants to build a 100 storied
building then he should find a zone where 100 storied are already allowed and not where we have only
3 storied building at max.
I live directly across the street. Never once have I heard any mention or concern for how this will 
affect my property and privacy. It’s all related to the rear neighbours.
I live in Crystal Bay.
I lived in Richmond Hill before moving to Ottawa. Just take a look at what the developers have done 
to that suburb.
I strongly disagree with the developer trying to coax the city into allowing a 9 storey structure. I 
believe that the 3 storey structures should remain the rule in CBL.  If it's not broken, why try to fix it?!
I suggest a new proposed building and design no higher than three (3) stories that favors retail business



development to help increase the local community economy. Suggest fitness center, Fresh food / 
butchery grocery store, medical walk in clinic, health center such as massage therapy and acupuncture 
clinic, health food store, legal offices, small marina supplies for the Nepean Sailing / boat club, take 
out restaurant / small eat in Asian food, ice cream palor shop and a small local bar with entertainment /
pool playing / darts and food pub.
I support intensification to a degree, but 9 stories is too much in that spot.
I think a 3 storey building would be appropriate within the neighborhood.   There are lots of other 
locations to build a higher building.    Part of the appeal of this neighbourhood to many is the larger 
lots and more green space.   Having tall Buildings would change the appeal of the neighbour.
If I wanted to have people staring down into my backyard I would move downtown!
I think commercial space at the ground floor would be good
I think new developments and different types of housing bring in a more diverse community and can 
make the area more accessible to all types of families. I would like to see more commercial properties 
such as coffee stores, groceries, pharmacy that we can walk to.
I think something should be done about the speeding on carling. Widening the road will just make it 
worse. Remove a lane and create park!
I think that this development will drive the development of better amenities for our community, which 
I believe stands to benefit is more greatly then some of the impacts that are being voiced.
I think this development will be great for this community, and needs to be seriously considered, as it 
will help the community by building more sustainable housing in this part of Ottawa.
I think this is a good development proposal. If not this one then another one which might be placed 
closer to neighbours beside which I think would be worse. We have had two storey buildings built to 
the side and back of us. The development to the side had the easements reduced to nothing and to wash
their windows or to repair their roof, the ladders need to be placed on our property! And the unit beside
us are literally looking in our backyard so these distances are so much better!😊

I think up to 6 stories is OK, i.e. consistent with intensification without overwhelming the 
neighbourhood. But above this is just too tall - it would dominate, excessively, and be out of line with 
the other buildings along Carling.
I would love to see some commercial on the bottom for a coffee shop, gluten free bakery, etc
I would love to see some retail in this development
I would much prefer these to be condos available for purchase as units OR city owned affordable 
housing as opposed to corporately owned, for-profit rental units. Why is this not a consideration?
I would prefer more density to ensure we leave agricultural land alone to prevent global warming. We 
are needlessly taking up farm land by limiting height to places for dwellings. It is extremely important 
to maintain green space to limit our carbon footprints. Taller is better than wasting land. This is the 
most important issue we have now worldwide. As the population increases we MUST limit the amount
of agricultural land we waste with wide, short buildings.
If I lived in a house near the building, I'd be furious!
If the 9 storey buildings are permitted by the City to be built, this will open the Pandora's box for all 
rules to be thrown out the window and apartments will be crammed into small spaces.  We do not want
to look like another Toronto and lose all the green space around us which Ottawa is known for.  I don't 
trust City Council and so we need to speak loudly to stop any changes to rules.  6 storey buildings is 
what area is zoned for and that should be the max.  However, to really fit into the neighbourhood I 
believe a 3 to 4 storey building would be most appropriate.  The value of the Crystal Beach homes 
backing on to the proposed apartments will certainly go down.   Lets keep our neighbourhood as 
unique and beautiful as we can.  Once the 9 storey buildings are built it can't be undone and it just 
opens the door for further high rise apartments. What it comes down to is its all about greed in my 



view and not what is best for the neighbourhood or the City.
If the city envisions more 15-minute neighbourhoods in the future, I would like to see the addition of 
potential services/amenities to new developments now (e.g. ground floor public conveniences in multi-
unit buildings). Simply adding more residential units is incongruent with this dream.
 
I'm in support of intensification and don't mind higher buildings in the appropriate context. It's out of 
line with the CBL suburban environment and the new official plan.  I think a jump from current max 4 
stories to 9 is drastic, especially when even new developments in Bells Corners are only 6 storeys.
In order to reach net zero emissions by 2050, the city needs not only to abide by the rules of height and
setback restrictions, but to enforce net zero energy in all its new builds - where are these rules and how
is the developer addressing them. This is more important than the questions addressed in this survey.
In our experience, zoning variations are often granted to developers in spite of what the surrounding 
community thinks or wants or needs. While intensification is necessary to save green space and farm 
land, fitting in to the community and not overwhelming it with intensification is also important.

Green space and farm land are also important for our community health and so is protecting the water 
in our community.

Are the developers planning green roofs? Why are the number of parking spaces being skimped? 

Isn't the developers desire to have the requested number of units unreasonable for that area of land?
It is frustrating that developers continue to ask for zoning changes - what's the point of having them if 
they are constantly being challenged and changed?  A nine story building in this neighbourhood is not 
appropriate.  It will adversely affect the privacy of those South of the building who might have lived 
there for decades and developed their yards and lives based on the current situation.  I would be 
willing to support a maximum of 4 stories as an exception to 3, but 9 will ruin the character of the 
community and set a bad precedence for the community.
It is really difficult to evaluate the 6-story option without a render. "Short and bulky" sounds like the 
developer trying to play down alternatives to the the current 9-story design. I'm sure if they have to 
design to 6-stories, they'll be able to design a building that will look good enough to sell units.
It seems zoning rules are always being challenged for the sake of more profit. Do we want to open the 
door to taller buildings becoming the norm? We know a building will happen but it should follow 
current zoning and be in keeping with the neighbourhood. Carling Ave should not become an arterial 
road. How will this encourage people to use the LRT?
Thank you for all the work you do for the community.

It would benefit the community if there was some commercial space for a restaurant or good coffee 
house.
It would probably make sense for CBL to have a community development plan for the neighbourhood 
to ensure developers align with community vision and for us to have more control about where 
intensification happens over the course of the next 5,10,20 years.
Keep our community small and one or two levels.
Keep the character of the neighborhood while providing much needed housing for residents.
Keep up the good work.  This is an inappropriately high building for the community.  We need to see 
reasonable development but wevdo not consider this to be “reasonable”
Let them build in the inner city zones and keep the high rises for downtown. We moved to the subs for 
its charm and the river and all the green space. 



Joanna Crandell 
Stillwater drive.
Lew Auerbach here.  You need to figure out how to prevent people from filling out this survey more 
than once.  This is the second time I have filled it out and if I had the time, I could do it many more 
times.  The results will be potentially meaningless otherwise.   That would at least be my quite valid 
argument if I disagreed with them.
Locations like this will be marketed for their view of the river a design with no balconies or fronts of 
units to the back may solve the privacy issue but lower number of units
Looking forward to the development :)
Lovely building elsewhere.
Missing are the target demographic and required commercial footprint. We should be concerned with 
ultra-low-income or housing projects that cater to needs-based renters versus lifestyle tenants. We 
should be looking to attract more stable elders and families - higher sqft apts with more amenities 
drives the quality higher and creates this effect. On retail, I am all for a development that adds some 
light retail to the area .👍
More housing options are needed in the greater Ottawa area for sure.  Whether new units are 
"affordable" or not, any increase in supply helps affordability generally.  I don't have a problem with 
spreading outward though instead of forced densification.
Municipal politics is all about land development/$$$.  I strongly oppose the tall building that has been 
proposed.  I do have little hope that politicians will listen.
My fear is that our Councillor is only interested in what the Developer wants and has little interest in 
what the community wants as viewed from the Bayshore Dev. project.
Nine stories does not fit into our neighbourhood - keep it to 3 stories like other buildings here.  We 
want private backyards and unblocked sunlight.
No appropriate place for this development
Ottawa needs housing. There is no where left to go and to build. This is a great opportunity to expand 
our community. Change is necessary and welcomed.
Please keep Crystal Beach as it is, a sleepy development where folks can walk their dogs or chat with 
neighbours taking a stroll on those many many streets that do not have sidewalks without fearing that 
visiting speeders will run ‘em down. Kind Regards, JM
Please respect the character of MY neighborhood. This 9 storey monstrosity will not fit anywhere near 
here. But.. the city wants to collect more tax $$$ so.. brace yourselves...
Presently apartment buildings in Crystal Beach are 3 stories high and they do overlook the established 
homes and neighbourhood. It is going to look very crowded and spoil the neighbourhood with 
anything higher. Not a good plan to authorize anything over 4 stories as it will look out of place and set
a president for future development. My understanding was a previous plan for this space were 
buildings 6 stories high and that was turned down. Not appropriate for the area. Why are we now 
looking at a plan for 9 stories but a compromise could be made for 6 stories?? Sounds like the 
developers want 6 stories and have asked for 9 stories to make it look like they will compromise, just 
so they get the 6 stories that were rejected the last time a plan was submitted. We need to be very 
careful about this plan and what is approved.  On another note, what is happening on the vacant lot at 
Carling and Bedale? Another high rise waiting for approval?
Property value diminishes for adjacent residential homes, construction noise, potential damage to 
utilities, increased traffic, noise from parking garage
Proposing a nine-storey building for this low-rise residential neighbourhood is ridiculous. Carling at 
3430 is not a main street, not even a minor corridor. The lot is far too shallow to provide an 
appropriate transition to the neighbouring buildings to the south. The developer should consider 613 
flats or, perhaps a three-storey apartment building similar to the neighbouring buildings. It would be 
highly inappropriate to build a wall of towers on the border between our community and the river. 



That's the mistake Toronto made with its waterfront. Don't start. 

As Alain Miguelez, the city planner says, "Get the small scale right."
Put something the community needs in this location.  If I lived on the street behind this property, I 
would be very upset if a 9 storey  building sprung up basically in my backyard.  The reason a lot of 
people choose this neighborhood  is because of the fact it maintains that "old neighborhood feel".  
There must be a better location for the developer to build their 9 storey building.
Regarding more dense city. I agree, that we should become smarter with our use of space but does not 
mean we need to over build by putting a 9 storey where only a 6 storey building is allowed.
Shorter apartments
Some density is inevitable. Howrver, agree with previous survey re Bayshore, overcrowding of 
Andrew Haydon needs to be addressed.  What about removing some parking for more green space?  
Surprised that original zoning allows 6 storeys but if it does that’s their right to build it…
Such a terrible thing for the houses behind them -- I feel very sorry for those people -- lack of sun, 
privacy.   

Carling is already so congested so will be worse.  Also, what about the birds flying - so many in the 
area and worried they will hit windows.

If a building has to happen, then to me, it should be in keeping with the ones built on the corner of i.e. 
Bedale and Carling (on the east side and also further up on the est side of Bedale and Carling.

A positive would be that it would bring in more business for the strip mall that exists close by.  

My worry is that this building will set a precedent -- i.e. if the strip mall is ever torn down, another 
highrise may be put there.

Bottom line is I am not in favour by any means whatsoever of a 9 floor building.
Survey questions should be more simple & straightforward. None of us are experts in the lingo of 
zoning & development! Please keep the peace, beauty & green space of our lovely community! NO 
TALL BUILDINGS!!!
Thank you for organizing this survey and seeking community input.
Thank-you for taking the time to reach out for our opinion.
The addition of "the rules are the rules!" in the question above makes the Yes option sound like you 
must be a complete asshole to say Yes ... But maybe the rules do serve a purpose against purely profit-
driven development, by people who may NOT be thinking of the 'greater good'. 

I do agree that curbing urban sprawl is important, but intensification has to be combined with creating 
livable cities - otherwise it will just provoke the next wave of people trying to move into the country. 
216 units and the resulting number of new residents and cars is way too much for a community like 
this to absorb all at once! 

And I really resent the way this proposal is presented as if there are only two options, "either high-rise 
OR no green-space"!
The building design is hideous.
The building looks nice, we absolutely need more affordable housing in the city and our 
neighbourhood. My only (very large) disappointment is the lack of commercial (i.e. retail) space. We 
are a car dependent community and it would have been great to see that reduced by providing us with 
more amenities within the community.



The City of Ottawa has a very bad record on respecting zoning bylaws.  Developers have their way 
almost every time.
The City of Ottawa is not supposed to allow anything over three (3) stories in the Crystal Beach area. 
If this proposal is accepted as is, the nine (9) story buildings will over shadow the Streets behind it as 
well in front of it along Carling avenue and ruin the present Ambiance that the area has as well look 
completely out of place. As well the privacy of the homes behind the property and in front will be 
violated.
The condo development at Preston&Carling sticks out like a skyline eyesore but was passed by the 
City as it is very close to LRT, government buildings, existing apartment units. and recreational 
amenities.  CBL needs to keep this development at 3 storeys to protect residents' privacy and future 
applications by developers to the City for high rise units in low density residential areas. History 
shows that developers have learned how to compromise and deal with municipalities to get close to 
what they want. The residents bordering this area and beyond will have "eyes" forever watching over 
them. Traffic and related noise along Carling speedway will most definitely increase and safety for all 
will become a higher priority. Keep our lovely CBL community a desirable place to live within 
reasonable maximum 3 storey future developments. Do not allow us to become the smaller version of 
the Preston&Carling condo development.
The current proposal of this building is not acceptable for the area, as well it's very non-architectural 
pleasing. The developer is only attempting to cash in on the new employment from the DND nearby 
and or potentially people downsizing their homes in the area to live in a condo type environment. The 
land would be much better suited as a business / retail mall setting to serve the existing people of the 
community and help local economic growth.
The drawing looks HIDEOUS. This does not match anything in the neighbourhood.  6-stories belongs 
somewhere else.  Take your greed there.  YOU DONT PUT A 6 STORY BRICK WALL WITH LOOK 
OUTS OVER TOP OF BUNGALOS!

Anyone approving the zoning change isnt doing it for the greater good. They've probably taken a bribe
and should be thrown in jail for suggesting to destroy neighborhoods.  Get this monstrosity out of here.
Nobody with a brain has ever wanted such garbage in our area.  STOP INTENSIFYING CRYSTAL 
BEACH!
The height of these buildings should be restricted to 3 storeys but under pressure 4 storeys might be  
acceptable  as a compromise. There is no doubt in my mind that anything over 5 storeys, if approved, 
will become the norm in this area. We should not be comparing this property to Bells Corners which 
has a large industrial and commercial corridor.

The developer has the audacity to propose 9 stories knowing that the Ottawa planning committee is 
known to favour builder's proposals without much concern for local communities. As a token of 
"support" for the community, this will most likely be approved to 8 storeys with little concern for R2 
zoning near it.
Does the new OP not place a 6 storey restricition on this property?
The more units, the more tax dollars collected by the City.  I feel that the financial aspect is a priority 
for the city over residents' interests.
The poor transit and lack of local, retail amenities are not supportive of an apartment of 219 units in 
this location.

It would be preferable to create, as soon as possible, a secondary plan for Crystal Beach that would 
amend zoning to restrict building heights to 3 storeys, in keeping with the character of the 
neighbourhood. People living here want the low-rise, low-density feel of the community. 



If this building were to proceed as planned, it would lower the quality of life in Crystal Beach by 
blocking the open sky and the breezes from the river, and taking away the privacy of nearby 
properties. Access to and from the building would block rush-hour traffic and exacerbate traffic issues 
already existing at Crystal Beach/Carling and Ullswater/Carling.

A 9-storey development would set a precedent that is not justified for an outer urban transect in the 
new official plan, a precedent not wanted in this community.

A 9-storey development would negatively impact migratory geese.
The proposal of such a structure in our community is more than shocking and upsetting for the people 
that live right behind this property. It will totally ruin our property values. I am in no way in support of
such a development at all. If anything is going to be built I only favor single homes no more than 2 
stories in height. I pray that this building does not get approved by the City.
The proposed design does not fit with the rest of the houses and buildings in the neighborhood. It will 
have a negative impact on houses in the close proximity (no privacy, blocking the sun and being an 
eyesore).
The proposed design is an eyesore. At a minimum, a more pleasing design in line with the lovely 
community it is to be part of should be pursued.
The proposed renderings and concept do not speak to the local surroundings and fabric of the 
neighbourhood. Furthermore there is not a 9-storey building type precedent in the local area. A 
building of the proposed height significantly impacts adjacent properties from a privacy, and shadow 
impact perspective. As a resident of CBL I do not support the development and would hope the city 
takes into account the public’s interests. Thank you
The question in climate change and saving farmland is two questions not one. It's like asking do you 
support climate change and keeping babies alive? Two unique questions trying to get people to follow 
the climate zealots.
There are many other regions in Ottawa more suited for such a building, I suggest the Developer looks 
elsewhere. 

There are taller buildings on Carling closer to Bayshore Dr and they work well there. Villa Lucia 
parking lot is paved and mostly vacant. A 6 or 9 story building that offers some green space and more 
people has potential to bring vibrancy to the neighbourhood in a way an empty parking lot could not. I 
think it might actually help slow down traffic on Carling by creating more of a residential feel to the 
area. There are potential benefits but design should respect privacy of neighbors (esp those on 
elterwater) as much as possible.
There should be housing options for everyone not just the rich in every neighborhood.  The city serves 
all residents.
There’s plenty of land and run-down and abandoned properties between here and Orleans that could be
developed. Why not start there before building more new built where none exist?
They dont need to cram so many apartments into that space..they will make more than enough money 
even if they reduce the capacity and maintain the current zoning restrictions
This building seems wildly out of sync with anything nearby. If Ottawa seeks intensification, it should 
look to do so in the two storey jungle that extends from its city centre, not 18 km out. To start 
intensification out in Crystal Beach with no local amenities within walking distance is absurd and 
frankly an obvious misappropriation of the spirit of intensification for good.
This building would change the landscape of the neighbourhood and intrude on close by homes. It is a 
heavy NO to bring this type of building to the neighbourhood. 

Thank you,



Jamie Blades
CB Resident
This city badly needs more and better housing of all kinds.  This is within the Greenbelt and the design
looks good.  Stopping the brick at the 4th level gives the feel of a 4 story building, not 9 stories.  
Planning approvals take way too long.  There should be strict deadlines for the approval process.  The 
site at Bedale and Carling has been vacant for many years - waiting on city approvals (I assume)? The 
long, drawn-out approval process and substantial government fees adds significant cost and risk to 
projects, which is passed on to tenants in the form of increased rent.  It also discourages developers 
from investing in new housing stock.
This is a lost cause.  The city rubber stamps any rezoning that will increase their property tax revenue. 
For good reason - it will have a multi billion dollar debt for a train to nowhere that needs to be paid.  
Our great, great grandchildren will be on the wrong side of the sod long before the debt is discharged
This is outrageous. Will we just become a long line of buildings with no green space.? Traffic and cars 
and no quiet community for our children and wildlife? What about the peaceful community you are 
about to disrupt? 100% absolutely opposed! There are not even any stores or resources to support their 
needs.
This location should welcome a grocerie store (farm boy) and a coffee shop (bridgehead) and a small 
restaurant. That would instill a sense of community to the neighborhood and contribute to the fight 
against climate change.
This looks like a good design. They increased the rear setback.
This neighborhood is unique and the very reason many residents chose to live here, in mainly 1-storey 
bungalows, is due to the low structures that allow everyone views of the sky, water, and nature that 
surrounds us. We didn't pay to look at the backside of tall buildings. This neighborhood has no need 
for apartment-style developments. Leave us to enjoy what we paid good money to enjoy.
This project is being driven by developers trying to make a big buck. They clearly are not interested in 
fitting into this neighborhood.  Even a nice looking tall building will truly change this area in a 
negative way.   
Thank you.
This project should not by-pass current city regulations (3 storey). Privacy issues, congestion, 
construction on a busy part of Carling. Elected officials should represent their constituents' interests 
and not the developer's. Ralph and Sons is a commercial property and if Ralph sells, the new developer
will most likely want to build a high building - precedent will be set. Could result in all buildings from 
Crystal Beach to Ullswater to be 9 or higher storeys. Property values of houses along Carling will 
decrease and privacy will be lost.
This survey makes it sound like there are no buildings over 6 floors in Crystal Beach.  What about 
Commodore's Quay?
To make this benefit the community more, I would welcome the ground level of the building to be 
business zoned, and have coffee shop, maybe small food market, etc
Too many units proposed with too little parking and narrow set-backs which does not work well 
getting cars in and out of parking lots and spaces or parked properly.
Traffic is a big issue, which is worst for environment. We went from bungalows, to 2 storey homes , to 
6 . We need bistro, coffee shop, ice cream etc for residents not to use cars and enjoy our surroundings, 
keep our community family oriented . The city is more concerned on taxes more buildings will created
. We want a community not building complexes
We all chose to live here because of the property sizes and setbacks and don't want it to change 
drastically.   That is a prime piece of property and I'd rather see a restaurant/coffee 
shop/pub...something to enhance rather than detract from the qualities we all love
We are directly affected by this particular development ( it being in front of us ) but recognize that the 
owner is permitted to build within the current zoning rules. The proposed height and design for this 



development is a major concern in that it is out of character,  both in scale and architecture, with 
surrounding properties.
I strongly agree that granting the changes to the zoning bylaw creates a precedent for future developers
and will be very difficult for the City to deny to others. And this location lies outside of the area where 
the City would like to see intensification. 
Thank you for all your work on our behalf.
We have a limited amount of greenspace (Andrew Haydon, etc.) in the area, which will be shared by 
many more people (this and the Bayshore dev), making it less pleasant for all. I try to limit 
NIMBYism, but there needs to be a recognition of the impact on all, beyond those nearby whose 
privacy will be impacted.

Further, there is a dearth of retail space in the area, so a main floor grocery store/coffee shop, etc. 
would be welcome.
When developers are building new communities, why does the city not have the developer build more 
density into the project instead of forcing it into established neighbourhoods? The city still has to bring
in all the services to the new neighbourhood, but people moving into the new area will know exactly 
what they are moving into.
I moved into this neighbourhood 35 years ago because of the single family bungalows. The 
neighbourhood is quiet, private and traffic is minimal. There is an abundance of trees on the streets 
along with the forest and fields to the west and Andrew Haydon Park along the river.
Do I want a high-rise looking into my backyard? NO. Do I want a building blocking my view of the 
night sky? NO. Do I want more light pollution in the neighbourhood? NO.
I know the city does not consider the view of the sky to be of importance to people, which is truly a 
shame, but I do want to preserve it.
While I do think 9 storeys is excessive and not appropriate for our neighbourhood, that is not my main 
concern with this development. With 216 units and let’s say an average 2 persons per unit we will be 
adding almost 450 new residents to the neighbourhood without ANY additional resources. I am all for 
intensification, but intensification does not just mean more housing. It also means having the ability to 
support those new residents. Right now our community only has one small corner store, a gas station 
and a small diner. This is not sustainable. Unless this project includes retail space which will support 
the influx of new residents I do not think the association should be supporting the project.
With covid andclimate change, dense highrise apartment living is counterprodactive. Need to rethink 
urban development
Would be nice to have some commercial on ground floor. Grocery or other
You guys are doing a great job!
You need to define "a greater good" -- your greater good may be different from that of a developer or 
some city councillors.  Otherwise an excellent survey.
Zoning bylaws are often ignored by the introduction of minor variances. There is no control over 
"minor', everything goes. No repercussions afterwards. Nine stories will be considered a minor 
variance over 6 stories.
The city officials are gutless and will not pay any attention to the wishes of residents.


